Power efficient multicast routing is one of the key issues in the field of mobile ad hoc networks. Multicasting is a term which refers to delivering data packets to a group of mobile nodes from an intended source. Quality of Service enlarges the support level of predictable performance for network systems. This research work focuses on design and development strategy of QoS aware power efficient multicast routing protocol which best suits for wireless nodes moving around the network with varying mobility speed. The QoS metrics such as average group delivery ratio, average power consumption and average delay are taken into account for measuring the performance of the proposed protocol QoS-PEMRP. Extensive simulation results are carried out through NS2 simulator. From the simulation results it is shown that the proposed QoS-PEMRP outperforms On-Demand Multicast Routing Protocol (ODMRP) routing protocol by reduced delay and increased packet delivery ratio along with decreased power consumption.
INTRODUCTION
Mobile Ad-hoc network which is an infrastructure less network is a kind of wireless network consisting of mobile nodes with the ability to deploy anytime anywhere. These networks are highly dynamic in nature in terms of various mobility speed, topology changes. The routing protocols plays a vital role in MANETs and they are broadly classified into proactive, reactive and hybrid. This research work focuses on the problem of multicasting in MANETs. The primary objective of a multicast protocol is to convey packets from a source to the members of a multicast group with an acceptable quality of service (QoS) [12] , [13] . The goal in QoS provisioning is to achieve a more deterministic network behavior (i.e., bounded delay, power consumption, and PDR) [11] . Actually, flooding, which is the simplest group communication algorithm, is good enough to achieve high PDR provided that the data traffic and/or node density is not very high so that the network is not congested. Consequently, the next objective of a multicast routing protocol is to utilize the bandwidth efficiently, which is directly related with the number of retransmissions (throughout this paper, the term retransmission is used for relaying) required to deliver generated data packets to all members of a multicast group with a high enough PDR. The third objective of a multicast protocol is to minimize the power consumption of the mobile nodes present in the MANET. Although optimizing the performance of a wireless communication system by incorporating cross-layer design is a tempting choice, several researchers have argued that such a cross-layer design is not the best choice in the long run because it sacrifices modularity and can lead to unintended cross-layer interactions [16] , [24] .
LITERATURE REVIEW
Although there are many protocols for multicasting in mobile ad hoc networks [14] , [15] , [17] , [1 8] , [19] , to the best of our knowledge, there is no single protocol that jointly addresses QoS, spatial reuse efficiency, and total power dissipation. There are many multicast routing protocols designed for mobile ad hoc networks [18] , [8] , [10] , [29] , [5] , and they can be categorized into two broad categories [8] : tree-based approaches and mesh-based approaches. Treebased approaches create trees originating at the source and terminating at multicast group members with an objective of minimizing a cost function. A multicast protocol for ad hoc wireless networks (AMRIS) [14] constructs a shared delivery tree rooted at one of the nodes, with IDs increasing as they radiate from the source. Local route recovery is made possible due to this property of the IDs, hence, reducing the route discovery time and also confining route recovery overhead to the proximity of the link failure. Mesh-based multicasting is better suited to highly dynamic topologies, simply due to the redundancy associated with this approach [15] , [17] . In meshbased approaches, there is more than one path between the source and the multicast group members (i.e., a redundant multicast tree). One such mesh-based multicast protocol, OnDemand Multicast Routing Protocol (ODMRP) [15] , is based on periodic flooding of the network by the source node through control packets to create a multicast mesh. This basic operation is used both to create the initial multicast forwarding state and to maintain the mesh in case of node mobility and other network dynamics. In ODMRP, an active source periodically floods the network with JOIN QUERY control packets. When a multicast group member receives a JOIN QUERY packet, it replies back with a JOIN REPLY packet, which is forwarded back to the source node via traversing the reverse path. Each upstream node sets a group forwarding flag for the multicast group indicated in the packet header and becomes a member of the multicast mesh. The forwarding state expires after a predetermined time. There are several on power-efficient multicasting approaches in ad hoc networks [18] , [24] . In [19] , the problem of building a minimum power multicast tree (i.e., such that the total transmission power consumption in the multicast tree is minimized) for a given set of multicast nodes within an ad hoc network is investigated. Since the problem is NP-complete, an approximation algorithm with provable approximation guarantee is devised. In [20] , an power efficient multicasting algorithm for wireless networks with fixed transmit power nodes is proposed. In [2] , a passive clustering algorithm, which considers both stability and residual power of neighboring nodes when selecting cluster heads and gateways, is proposed. This algorithm significantly reduces routingrelated control overhead. The focus of the model is on multicast services in wireless LANs. In [3] , an approximation algorithm with guaranteed approximation ratios for minimizing the total power consumption of tree based all-toall multicasting in wireless ad hoc networks is devised. In [4] , a self-managing, power-efficient multicast routing suite based on the self-stabilization paradigm is proposed. However, the power dissipation models used in these studies include only transmit and/or receive power dissipation terms. While this may be a good approximation for certain radios, there are other power dissipation modes (i.e., idle, carrier sense, and sleep modes) for many current radios [9] . Thus, it is important to consider all sources of power dissipation when designing a multicasting protocol.
PROPOSED WORK Estimating Link Robustness (LR)
The link robustness is one of the key factor in QoS -EEMRP. Based on the estimation of link robustness, the quality of the link can be identified. It is used in the branch maintenance and also helps in re-establishing branch. When a sending node broadcasts RTS packet, it piggybacks its transmission power (Pwr Tran ). While receiving the RTS packet, the projected node quantifies the strength of the signal received.
Where, Pwr Rvr refers Power of the Receiving node, Pwr Ttr stands for Power of the Transmitting node, λ stands for wavelength carrier (without noise removed), d is the distance between the sending and the receiving node, UG R stands for unity gain of receiving omni-directional antenna, UG T stands for unity gain of transmitting omni-directional antenna, Noise represents the noise of the channel.
Overview of QoS -EEMRP
InFl is used to create a redundant multicast mesh through network-wide flooding, which also serves as the initial topology discovery mechanism. The redundancy introduced by InFl is pruned by the Sp mechanism using receiver based and transmitter-based feedbacks. The initial multicast tree formed by InFl and Sp is broken in time due to node mobility. Tree branches broken primarily due to leaf node (multicast group member node) mobility are repaired by the BrMn mechanism. Relay node mobility-induced tree branch breakages are repaired by the BrMn mechanism. BrMn is a local scope maintenance mechanism and hence they cannot repair the global scope failures in the multicasting structure. The ReBr mechanism is designed to recreate totally collapsed tree branches, and it is the global scope maintenance mechanism of MC-TRACE. The MNB, RPB, and CRB mechanisms utilize a passive mesh around the active tree branches to repair or replace the broken branches. The QoS-PEMRP architecture is designed for multiple multicast groups, and it can support multiple flows within each multicast group.
Initial Flooding (InFl)
In this section, we describe initial flooding as a stand-alone mechanism. Actually, initial flooding and pruning are two mechanisms working simultaneously; however, we describe these as sequential mechanisms to make them easier to understand. A source node initiates a session by broadcasting packets to its one-hop neighbors. Nodes that receive a data packet contend for channel access, and the ones that obtain channel access retransmit the data they received. Eventually, the data packets are received by all the nodes in the network, possibly multiple times. Each retransmitting node acknowledges its upstream node by announcing the ID of its upstream node in its InS packet, which precedes its data packet transmission. The source node announces its own ID as its upstream node ID. Initially, all retransmitting nodes announce the null ID as their downstream node ID. However, when an upstream node is acknowledged by a downstream node, the node updates its downstream node ID by the ID of this node. The leaf nodes (i.e., nodes that do not have any downstream nodes that are acknowledging them as upstream nodes) continue to announce the null ID as their downstream node ID. At this point, some of the nodes have multiple upstream nodes (i.e., multiple nodes that have lower hop distance to the source than the current node) and downstream nodes (i.e., multiple downstream nodes acknowledging the same upstream node as their upstream node).
A node with multiple upstream nodes chooses the upstream node that has the least packet delay as its upstream node to be announced in its InS slot. Since a retransmitting node indicates its hop distance to the source (HDTS) in its InS packet, it is possible to choose the node with the least HDTS as the upstream node; however, our primary objective is minimizing delay rather than minimizing the tree size. A node updates its own HDTS by incrementing the least HDTS it hears within THDTS1 time. The initial HDTS value is set to HDTSMAX, and the HDTS value is again set to HDTSMAX if a node does not receive any IS or data packets for more than THDTS2 time (THDTS2 > THDTS1). Nodes that are not members of the multicast group set their multicast group ID to the null multicast group ID. If an upstream node receives an acknowledgement (ACK) from a downstream multicast group member, it marks itself as a multicast relay and announces its multicast relay status by setting the corresponding status (i.e., multicast relay bit) in the IS packet. This mechanism continues in the same way up to the source node. In other words, an upstream node that gets an ACK from a downstream multicast relay marks itself as a multicast relay. Furthermore; a multicast group member that receives an ACK from an upstream multicast relay marks itself as a multicast relay as well. Multicast relay status expires if no ACK is received from any downstream (for both members and nonmembers of the multicast group) or upstream (only for members of the multicast group) multicast relay or multicast group member for TRLY time. Initial flooding results in a highly redundant multicast mesh, where most of the nodes hear IS packets and could potentially receive data packet transmissions with the same ID multiple times. Note that due to data discrimination through packet ID announcement via IS packets, a data packet is never actually received twice. Thus, a sprucing mechanism is needed to eliminate the redundancies of the mesh created by the initial flooding.
Sprucing (Sp)
During the initial flooding, the multicast relays are determined in a distributed fashion. Sprucing uses the multicast relays to create an efficient multicast tree. As described before, a multicast relay node that does not receive any upstream or downstream ACK for TRLY time ceases to be a multicast relay. Furthermore, a node that is not a multicast relay also ceases to retransmit data if it does not receive an ACK3 from any downstream node. After the initial flooding, all the nodes receive the data packets and they determine their upstream and downstream nodes. Multicast relays are also determined. The redundant upper branch, where no multicast group members are present, is spruced. Unlike the upper branch, the lower branch is not pruned due to the fact that the lower branch has a multicast node as the leaf node. Node M1 acknowledges the upstream node upon receiving the first data packet. Hence, the branch of the active multicast tree is spruced. InFl and Sp mechanisms are not always capable of maintaining the multicast tree in a mobile network. Hence there is a need for additional mechanisms to repair broken branches.
Branch Maintenance (BrMn)
Some of the multicast group members are not multicast relays. Some mobile nodes not cease retransmitting data packets that it receives from its upstream node instantly because a multicast relay does not reset its status. Thus it continues to retransmit data packets based on LR (Link Robustness as discussed in 3.1). Although none of the other multicast nodes acknowledge any node, they monitor their upstream node through InS and data packets. When the upstream node of one or multiple multicast group member node(s) announces the null ID as its downstream node ID, the multicast nodes start to acknowledge the upstream node by announcing the ID of the upstream node in their InS packets. Thus, node 17 continues to be a multicast relay and one of the downstream multicast nodes (node M4 in this scenario) becomes a multicast relay after receiving a downstream ACK from its upstream node however; there are situations where new branches should be incorporated into the tree.
After a node marks itself as a multicast relay, it continuously monitors its upstream node to detect a possible link break between itself and its upstream multicast relay node, which manifests itself as an interruption of the data flow without any prior notification. If such a link break is detected, the downstream node uses the RPB mechanism to fix the broken link. It is to be noted that the members of the passive outer scab create a condensed mesh around the tree breakage temporarily, and after it is repaired, this mesh is pruned down to a thin active tree branch. However, in a dynamic network, limited scope algorithms are not always capable of completely eliminating multicast tree breaks, or in some cases, the total collapse of the multicast tree. Thus, the ReBr mechanism is needed.
Re-establishing Branch (ReBr)
It is possible that due to the dynamics of the network (e.g., mobility, unequal interference), a complete branch of a multicast tree can become inactive, and the leaf multicast group member node cannot receive data packets from the source node. If a multicast group member, detects an interruption in the data flow for TCRB time, it switches to ReBr status and announces this information. A ReBr packet is transmitted by using one of the empty InS slots, which is chosen randomly. Upon receiving a ReBr packet, all nodes in the receive range of the transmitting node switch to ReBr status if their own HDTS is less than or equal to the HDTS of the sender. When a node switches to ReBr mode, it starts to relay the data packets if it has data packets for the desired multicast group. If it does not have the desired data packets, it propagates the ReBr request by broadcasting a ReBr packet to its one-hop neighbors. This procedure continues until a node with the desired data packets is found.
Power Efficiency
QoS -EEMRP is designed for maximum power efficiency in real-time data multicasting, and there are several mechanisms that enable this: 1. Nodes are only required to be awake and receive packets for a small fraction of time (the InSsubframe). This time is used for monitoring schedules, for data discrimination of the data flow, and for network control. All the necessary control information is intelligently packed into this time.2. In the remaining time, which is much longer than the InS-subframe, nodes are mostly in the sleep mode whenever they are not directly involved in data transmission or reception, saving the power that would be wasted in idle mode or in carrier sensing. 3. Nodes can selectively choose what data to receive based on information from the IS packets, enabling the nodes to avoid receiving redundant data (i.e., multiple receptions of the same packet). Note that each data packet has a unique ID, formed by combining the source node ID and the sequential packet ID. The metrics are taken into account for comparing performance of the proposed QoS-PEMRP and ODMRP routing protocols. The metrics for ensuring Quality of Service is extensively simulated using NS2. For ensuring QoS, the metrics such as delay, packet delivery ratio and power consumption metrics are taken.
SIMULATION SETTINGS AND PERFORMANCE METRICS

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
From Fig. 1 , delay metric it can be seen that the proposed QoS-PEMRP has reduced average delay than that of ODMRP. Fig.3 shows that the average delivery ratio is more in QoS-PEMRP compared to ODMRP. In Fig. 2 , it can be seen that, QoS-PEMRP's average power consumption of overall nodes is lesser than that of ODMRP. 
CONCLUSION
This research work focused on design and development strategy of QoS aware power efficient multicast routing protocol which best suits for wireless nodes moving around the network with varying mobility speed. The QoS metrics such as average group delivery ratio, average power consumption and average delay are taken into account for measuring the performance of the proposed protocol QoS-PEMRP. Extensive simulation results are carried out through NS2 simulator. From the simulation results it is shown that the proposed QoS-PEMRP outperforms On-Demand Multicast Routing Protocol (ODMRP) routing protocol by reduced delay and increased packet delivery ratio along with decreased power consumption.
